Employees say that Facebook, Twitter & Google rigged the last
two elections and are already rigging the 2016 Election
The Silicon Valley cartel that owns Facebook, Twitter & Google have parlayed their past contracts with
the CIA and other spy services and their subliminal messages technology to trick the public when
elections roll around, according the employees of those companies.
Facebook, Twitter & Google executives have already proven they will lie through their teeth to avoid
getting caught. Google bosses told the EU that they don't rig the internet but it was found out that they
do. There are hundreds of examples of Facebook, Twitter & Google financing the same exact
candidates and then lying about it over, and over.
Facebook, Twitter & Google used invisible word and image tricks, that you are not aware of, to trick
you into doing things you would not normally do if you knew what was going on.

Facebook denies that it would ever try to
influence the election
YET IT DOES IT ALL THE TIME!

By David McCabe -

Facebook is pushing back on the idea that it could tilt the scales in the presidential election against
Donald Trump.
Gizmodo published a screenshot Friday of an internal poll that Facebook employees were purportedly
using to decide what questions to ask CEO Mark Zuckerberg at a meeting in March.
Several of the questions concerned either the company’s business position or internal matters, but one
was about politics: “What responsibility does Facebook have to prevent President Trump in 2017?”
Some employees apparently voted for the question to be posed to the CEO.
Gizmodo speculated that Facebook could downplay stories and posts related to Trump in its New Feed,
potentially putting a damper on his campaign.
A spokesperson for the company says it cannot confirm or deny leaks but bristled at the suggestion it
would seek to help or hinder any political candidate.
"We encourage any and all candidates, groups, and voters to use our platform to share their views on
the election and debate the issues,” the spokesperson said in a statement.
“We as a company are neutral — we have not and will not use our products in a way that
attempts to influence how people vote.”
Zuckerberg has been a champion of immigration reform, and took a veiled shot at Trump during his
remarks to the company’s F8 developers conference.
"I hear fearful voices calling for building walls and distancing people they label as others, for blocking
free expression, for slowing immigration, reducing trade and, in some cases around the world, even
cutting access to the internet,” he said.
http://gizmodo.com/facebook-employees-asked-mark-zuckerberg-if-they-should-1771012990
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Aug 19, 2015 ... How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election .... single poll showed this, and all of them
proved to be wrong for underestimating facebook's power.
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http://www.politico.com/magazine/story[...]gle-could-rig-the-2016-election-121548
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rig meaning, definition, what is rig: to arrange dishonestly for the result of something, for example an
election, to be…. Learn more.
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http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/rig
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Jan 4, 2015 ... Voters Take To The Polls In European and Local Elections. The X factor: ... Could
Facebook, for example, be a factor in determining the outcome of some local constituency battles? ....
let the vote rigging begin lol. Reply | Pick.
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Artisteer - Automated Web Designer. Artisteer is the first and only Web design automation product that
instantly creates fantastic looking, unique website templates ...
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http://www.artisteer.com/
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Dec 12, 2015 · Despite election defeat, Le Pen vows: ‘Nothing can stop us now’ Rocket falls in open
space near southern city of Sderot, no injuries reported; army ...
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Mar 7, 2016 ... One 2012 study found that Facebook increased voter turnout by 340,000 .... engine
could rig elections through manipulated search results.
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Mar 23, 2016 ... During last night's Democratic primary, Arizona election officials just ... in Maricopa
County in a live Facebook broadcast, while interviewing ...
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http://usuncut.com/politics/5-examples-voter-suppression-arizona-primary/
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Feb 18, 2016 ... We used a foreign election to make sure that our participants were 'undecided'. .... Is
Facebook currently manipulating elections in this way?
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Feb 23, 2016 ... Could the 2016 Election Be Stolen with Help from Electronic Voting .... the election—
that the campaign finance is rigged, that the economy is ...
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http://www.democracynow.org/2016/2/23/could_the_2016_election_be_stolen
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